
Quad RTL SDR Receiver 
 
Introduction 
Multiple RTL SDR's locked by a single master crystal oscillator and ambient air 
cooled represent an economical approach for high sensitivity wide-band pulsar 
detection, multi-baseline interferometry, and phased array beam-forming.  
For interferometry or quad-array beam-forming, the SDR's are tuned to the same 
frequency and calibrated to phase track, but for pulsar detection, the SDR's are tuned 
to adjacent bands and summed for increased detectability. Calibration and 
synchronism of data files using gated RF noise is similar in both applications. The 
basic four SDR receiver can be built for less than £50 although the total calibrated 
receiver system cost, less the controlling PC, is around £200.  
The paper describes the system and software developed to achieve these ends. 
 
Quad RTL SDR Hardware 
Figure 1 shows the construction of four RTL2832U dongles, driven by a 28.8MHz 
TCXO and mounted together in an aluminium case cooled by ambient blown air. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Quad SDR Digital Receiver Construction 
 
Small right-angled copper heatsinks are attached to all integrated circuits on the bare 
RTL boards to minimise frequency drift during measurements. The circuit dissipation 
doubles from the quiescent state value when collecting data, possibly causing an 
initial frequency drift. The RTL crystals may be left in place to act as additional filters 
for the strongly driven TCXO frequency, or if preferred to ensure no frequency 
pulling, removed.  
The TCXO is specified at 0.5ppm, equivalent to about 2ms over an hour’s 
observation, but is observed to achieve better with the forced ambient air cooling.  
 
The TCXO and driver circuit is shown in Figure 2. A Hex inverter, 74HC04 is used to 
buffer the TCXO and provide sufficient parallel drive to lock each RTL. The 5V  
power can be taken from one of the RTL units. 
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Figure 2. Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator and Driver 
 

Each inverter drive output is buffered by a 680Ω resistor and a 33pF capacitor in 
series and is connected to the positions shown in Figure 3 by twisted pair wiring. 
 

 
Xtal drive, a,b,c,d Xtal earth

 
Figure 3. Crystal Drive Connections 

 
 
Proposed Pulsar Receiver System 
Figure 4 block diagram is based on a 4-channel digital receiver proposed1 for pulsar 
detection. Various schemes are possible, but this simple architecture and control 
follows a technique pioneered by Michiel Klaassen2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Amateur Pulsar Detection Using the RTL SDR, 
   http://www.y1pwe.co.uk/RAProgs/AmateurPulsarDetectionF.doc
2 http://parac.eu/projectmk19.htm

http://www.y1pwe.co.uk/RAProgs/AmateurPulsarDetectionF.doc
http://parac.eu/projectmk19.htm
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Figure 4. Preferred 4xSDR Pulsar Digital Receiver  
 
The hardware of Figure 4 comprises, 
1. RF switch - 1-pole, 2-way, fast PIN diode switch. (Mini-Circuits, ZMSW-1211 is 

suitable ~£60). 
2. Noise source - (ebay ‘SMA Noise Tracking Source’ ~ £15). 
3. Raspberry Pi (~£30) modulating the noise source via a GPIO port under PC 

ethernet control. C-programs can be compiled with WiringPi installed. 
4. Power splitters - three off 2-way or one 4-way RF power divider (ebay, ~£40). 
5. Bare RTL2832U's with mini heatsinks on all ICs, run from a single temperature 

compensated crystal at 28.8MHz, all mounted in an air-cooled metal box(4) (RTL, 
ebay £20, TCXO, ebay £12). 

6. 4 USB port PC or 4-port powered USB hub linked to the PC (PiHut £10). 
7. The controlling PC with  a Linux operating system runs the four SDRs via the USB 

hub from a batch file using serial instances of the Osmocom application rtl_sdr. 
8. The common switched noise modulation is correlated across the four data files to 
time synchronise the records prior to subsequent pulsar recovery processing.   
 
The controlling PC initiates data collection and performs subsequent data processing. 
It is not possible to switch RTLs on simultaneously for signal capture. However, 
accurate data synchronism can be achieved in post processing by switching on and off 
a noise source and using correlation software to identify offsets required to 
synchronise the SDR data files. Synchronism accuracy for pulsars only need to be a 
fraction of the pulse dwell whereas alignment well within a clock cycle is necessary 
for interferometry. Both can be achieved using the same modulating hardware but 
implementing slightly different processing methods. 
 
Switched Noise Calibration Schemes 
Controlling start and stop times of an RTL SDR is normally accomplished using 
Osmocom rtl_sdr software. A software wrapper run_prg_at or a batch file is available 
to run SDRs and RasPi programs at a set time on different computers. For parallel 
operation, it is necessary to check PC clock timing and accuracy prior to data 
collection.  Because of PC operating system tasking being out of user's control, the 
intended synchronism is not often achieved. It is therefore necessary to invoke a 
separate correlation process on the actual recorded data to re-align and synchronise 
the data records. 
Different noise modulation schemes are required for multiple SDRs for pulsar data 
and for interferometry. Switch-modulated wide-band noise operated via a Raspberry 
Pi mini-computer enables the data generated by multiple RTL SDR receivers to be 
accurately time-correlated. Two modes are envisaged. The first shown Figure 5(a), to 
inject a noise source into two or more SDR receivers tuned to the same frequency 



which allows the data to be correlated and phase-locked sufficient for interferometry. 
The second Figure 5(b) amplitude modulates noise to permit multi-channel correlation 
for file time alignment for de-dispersion and stacking pulsar data. 
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Figure 5.   RF Switch Calibration Schemes. 

 
 
The switch calibration unit is shown in Figure 6, and can be configured for both 
interferometer and pulsar system calibration. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  RF Switch Calibration Unit. 
 
 



a) Interferometer Data Correlation 
For interferometric work, it is essential that the SDRs are locked to the same crystal 
source and tuned to the same centre and clock frequencies. 
Feeding two or more units with broadband noise concurrently produces I/Q data files 
that are I/Q vector amplitude cross-correlated to determine the start time offsets. Once 
the actual starting time offsets are known the files can be trimmed prior to phase data 
processing. There may be residual clock phase offsets which may need determining to 
enable the files to be phase-processed accurately. 
The broadband common correlation noise source needs to be switched on prior to the 
SDR turn-on and last for a short period encompassing the difference in expected SDR 
turn-on times.  
Final file data trimming needs to exclude all the leading broadband noise. Figure 7 
demonstrates typical switch-on timing sequences. Correlation alignment is possible 
within one clock cycle. 
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Figure 7. Noise Timing Calibration for Frequency-locked SDRs 
 
b) Pulsar Multi-SDR Data Correlation 
In this case, SDRs are tuned to different frequencies so that the SDR bands just 
overlap. Fed with broadband noise, each device collects different parts of the 
spectrum and so the channel sample instantaneous amplitudes are uncorrelated. The 
technique to align the device start times is to modulate the noise in a random way. 
Start time correlation is now possible by first demodulating, averaging and then cross-
correlating the detected channel  modulations. 
To ensure accurate frequency band centring and alignment it is again preferable to 
lock all SDRs to the same crystal. Figure 8 demonstrates this switch-on timing 
sequence. In this, correlation alignment accuracy depends on the effective video 
detection bandwidth that is chosen to be less than the reciprocal of the observed pulsar 
pulse duration. 
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Figure 8. Noise Timing Calibration for Multi-band SDRs 
 
 



RF Switch Driver 
Figure 9 shows the Minicircuits ZMSW-1211, single-pole, double-throw PIN switch 
requiring 0V/5V control voltages fed by two NLAST4599 single-pole double-throw 
analogue IC switches. These in turn are controlled using general purpose in/out 
control line from a suitably programmed Raspberry Pi. The PIN switch was chosen 
for its very fast switching speed of <100ns. 
The controlling PC manages operations via Secure Shell,SSH. Programs are run in 
RasPi terminals via the controlling PC. run_prg_at runs the switch/noise modulation 
program at a set time to nearly synchronise multiple SDR data collection.  
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Figure 9. PIN Switch Driver 
 
The delay between start command and the program run time may vary due to the 
processor housekeeping, clock requests and clock accuracy. Delays are unpredictable 
and may be up to a few hundreds of milliseconds. Experimentally it was found that  
rtl_sdr running under Linux needed some 1-2 seconds to initiate RTL data recording.  
 

 
Data Collection/Processing  
Data collection is again initiated from the controlling PC/laptop. The PC and the 
switch controlling RasPi are networked either by Ethernet or WiFi and each 
addressable. The relevant software applications including ssh and ntpdate should be 
installed in both computers. Master computer control uses linux terminals; the RasPi 
is logged in via ssh. 
 
Pulsar Data Collection 
The noise calibration arrangement is as Figure 5(b) and the receiver block diagram in 
Figure 4. 
Raspi needs run_prg_at and nois_modp, whilst the master PC needs run_prg_at and 
the controlling batch file rtlquad. nois_modp  modulates the noise with a fixed 
random on/off pattern to simplify correlation. These software applications are detailed 
in the appendix. 
Master computer control uses linux terminals; the RasPi is logged on to via ssh. 
The sequence is, 
1. Control switch to modulate the noise source for about 2 seconds using... 
  ./run_prg_at "nois_modp" hr min sec 



2. Open rtlquadp in a text editor and edit the rtl_sdr2 command parameters as 
required. 

3. Start multiple SDR's recording using a linux bash batch file rtlquadp... 
   ./run_prg_at "rtlquadp" hr min sec  
4. Copy data files to a working directory. 
 
Pulsar Data Processing - Correlation, File Alignment and Folding 
1. Select SDR1 data file as master. 
2. Run pafft2 on the four data files, average spectrum data and inspect for pulsar 

rotation rate spurs and RFI. 
3. Run de_dispers2Co on each file. 
4. Run pdetect2 on SDR data files 1,2,3 and 4; choosing a video bandwidth of 20kHz 

gives a time resolution of 50us. 
5. Run cor_tim_nv on the pdetect2 output text files, 1+2, 1+3 and 1+4 data files 

determine file offsets for correlated alignment. 
    Calculate de-dispersion times between 4 files and calculate offsets. 
6. Run filetrim on the de-dispersed data .bin files and trim to equal lengths, extend 

start file cut to remove all calibration noise 
7. Run pdetect2 on the de-dispersed files. 
8. Run rapulsar2_avg with the known pulsar period to synchronously integrate or fold 

the pulses, and sum them in a spreadsheet such as Excel to improve SNR. 
 

 

Figure 10.  Channel Noise Modulations before and after Alignment 
 
Figure 10 shows the detected noise amplitude modulation of the four channels before 
and after aligning the delays; the correlation software cor_tim_nv provides the offset 
start information to trim the data files to an accuracy within a fraction of a millisecond 



allowing accurate pulsar channel-channel synchronism. The baselines represent 
signal+receiver noise levels and the peaks represent the added injected calibration 
noise. Once aligned, the first few seconds of calibration noise are removed and the 
files summed for maximum sensitivity prior to folding/synchronous integration. 
 
Interferometer Data Processing 
The noise calibration arrangement of Figure 5(a) replaces that of Figure 5(b) in the 
receiver block diagram in Figure 4. 
Raspi needs run_prg_at and nois_modi, whilst the slave and master PCs need 
run_prg_at and the controlling batch file. nois_modi simply switches noise on for a 
fixed period at the start time and in parallel with the wanted signal but swamping it 
This permits correlation at the SDR clock rate, ensuring accurate alignment accuracy. 
 
The sequence is, 
1. Open rtlquadi in a text editor and edit the rtl_sdr2 command parameters as 

required. 
2. Control switch to turn the noise source on for about 1 second using a terminal 

with... 
 a)  ssh rpi – terminal takes control of the RasPi 
 b)  run_prg_at "nois_modi" hr min sec – injects noise modulation 
3. Start multiple SDR's recording in a separate terminal but at the same set time as 

nois_modi using the linux bash batch file rtlquadi... 
     run_prg_at "rtlquadi" hr min sec  – launches data acquisition 
4. Copy data files to a working directory. 
Note: Program run times between the PC and RasPi may need to be slightly different 

and adjusted by experiment to account for different responses of two processor 
types. 

 
a) Data Correlation and File Alignment 
1. Select SDR1 data file as master. 
2. Run cor_tim2_n on SDRs 1+2, 1+3 and 1+4 data files, note noise source offsets. 
3. Run filetrim on each file and trim to equal lengths. 
 
b) Data Processing 
1. Run pafft2 on the four data files, to evaluate the mean spectral data and inspect for 

RFI. Software is available for removing narrow spectral lines. 
2. Use bin_txtr2 to convert the initial injected noise section of the data files to text in 

order to determine phase offsets and drift. MathCad or MatLab is suitable. 
3. Correct file phase offsets and drift, trim off the initial noise and start interferometer 

analysis. 



Figure 11. Calibration Phase Differences over 1 second 
 
 
Figure 11 plots the 3 phase differences as measured with the calibration noise, of the 4 
SDR channels after file trimming. Ideally these should all be identical and overlay one 
another. The offsets are due to the data clock waveform sampling the data at different 
times - ie the SDR data clocks may be synchronised but are not sampled at the same 
point. Once measured, the I/Q data values can be corrected. As well as a starting 
phase offset it is noted that the phase differences appear to drift. This could be due to 
the SDR frequency setting differences or data clock differences. Since the SDRs are 
driven by a single temperature controlled crystal, it is thought that it is more likely to 
be some SDR systematic effect. For the data shown, the drift is of the order 1 part in 
108 or less. Drifts measured appear linear, and some multiples of a particular value, so 
once again it has proved possible to correct for both phase offset I/Q values prior to 
interferometer analysis. 

 Figure 12. Calibrated Phase Differences Slope over 500 seconds  
 
Phase Calibration 
Once the data streams have been time aligned and the phase adjustment for offset and 
drift identified, the corrections can be applied using the relations, 
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where, i1 and q1 represent uncorrected data and  i2 and q2 are the correction vector 
components (equivalent to cos(θ) and sin(θ), where θ is the adjustment angle).  



Interferometer Response 
Figure 13 shows the real and imaginary angular video response of a two-element 8λ 
baseline interferometer with both coherent and incoherent noise inputs. The time 
calibrated injected noise source was used for this simulation. 
 

 
Figure 13. 8λ Baseline Interferometer Response 

 
If the two antenna complex data vectors are A = IA + jQA and B = IB + jQB, the 
detection process can be represented by the product, AB*, where B* represents the 
complex conjugate of B ( = IB - jQB). The sampled results are averaged to  improve 
sensititivity. The averaged real (red) and imaginary (blue) parts produces the result 
shown in Figure 13. 
 
Multi-channel Array Beamforming 
Given interferometer channel phase-corrected data streams from multiple 
baselines/channels, a combined beam amplitude pattern can be formed by summing 
the I components of the channels for each sample, Is and Qs, and similarly for the Q 
components, then calculating the received amplitude from (Is

2 + Qs
2). Spectrum 

analysis/averaging can be processed as required.  Some beamsteering is also possible 
by scaled phase adjustment. 

 
Figure 14. 3,5,7λ baseline Beam Synthesis and Steering 

 
Figure 14 models a 3-baseline interferometer and shows the element antenna beam 
shape (green) and  three beams synthesized at 5 degree intervals. A single instance of 
data collection can be processed many times to investigate signal variations off-axis 
as well as generating conventional source interference patterns. Whilst not equalling 
the collecting area of a corresponding dish type antenna, the multi-baseline structure 
can be made much lighter and more manoeuvrable; modest electronic beam-steering 



is a bonus. A pair of crossed interferometer baseline sets, permits improved angular 
resolution in both planes.  
For example, for H-line experiments a crossed array of seven 8-element  (40° 
beamwidth) yagis with a baseline of 1.4m would allow 5° resolution  over a 20° 
conical sector or some 16 resolution cells. 
 
Conclusions 
The receiver architecture and processes described offer an economical approach to 
broad-banding and time calibrating a pulsar receiver to improve system detected 
signal-to-noise ratio and also provide a simple and convenient method of de-
dispersion.  
The method is suitable for extending the frequency band by increasing the number of 
SDR channels and provides raw data files that can be investigated at leisure.  
Data files of particular sources can be collected on multiple occasions and the results 
added and combined to further increase the receiver effective sensitivity.   
The phase stability achieved using A single TCXO and forced air cooling has 
demonstrated incredible phase stability over 500 seconds making high quality 
interferometry measurement possible. 
It has been shown to be possible to run and collect data from at least four SDRs when 
located on a powered USB hub using  a single computer.  
Software to operate and process data has been written and source code made 
available3.  
 
Future Work 
Whilst processing the data files with the sequence of applications written is effective, 
it is very time-consuming especially for long observations lasting several hours. Some 
automation would be of benefit based on a graphics interface which could simplify 
calling the applications with the correct command lines. This is a task for the future. 
 
Although not an original requirement of the multi-SDR design, its application to a 
Yagi antenna array for post-data collection beamforming and steering is of interest.  
Further processing software is needed here. 
The multi-SDR receiver is not restricted to four and although only an 8 
antenna/receiver crossed array has been suggested giving 5° angle resolution, this 
could be an economical solution for amateur H-line experiments mapping the galaxy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PW East   June 2016 
                                                 
3 http://www.y1pwe.co.uk/RAProgs/QuadSoft.zip 



Appendix 1.  Software Applications 
 
Bash Batch Data Acquisition File for Pulsars   ./rtlquadp 
 

#! /bin/bash 
./rtl_sdr2 -f 1417e6 -d0 -g 40 -n 1e9 -s 2e6 dat1.bin & 
./rtl_sdr2 -f 1419e6 -d1 -g 40 -n 1e9 -s 2e6 dat2.bin & 
./rtl_sdr2 -f 1421e6 -d2 -g 40 -n 1e9 -s 2e6 dat3.bin & 
./rtl_sdr2 -f 1423e6 -d3 -g 40 -n 1e9 -s 2e6 dat4.bin  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The bash program runs 4 versions of the rtl_sdr2 program in parallel with a few ms 
delay. The frequencies are set to cover an 8MHz band. d0 to d3 specify the SDR unit 
selection. The ampersand sign at the end of each line loads the next line instruction 
after the current line is started. The total delay between the first and last is dependant 
upon PC clock speed and for a 2GHz dual processor Intel is measured between 10 and 
100ms. 
For interferometry, with rtlquadi, of course all the centre frequencies must be 
identical.  
The program is launched in a terminal on the PC within run_prg_at, which ensures 
that both noise calibration and data collection programs are run at closely the same 
time. Correlation software enables the data files to be aligned more accurately for data 
summing and phase comparison. 
 
Program Run Control 

run_prg_at 
Uses PC clock to run any program at a 
set time, on one or more PCs 
simultaneously. 

run_prg_at <”program”><hr 
min sec> 

nois_modp 
nois_modi 

Switches noise to produce a pulsed 
modulation for easy correlation and 
timing. Used with run_prg_at to define 
data start. Rasp Pi programs, run from 
a PC terminal after connection using 
ssh. 

sudo ./nois_modp 

rtl_sdr2 Runs a very long data file version of 
the Osmocom rtl_sdr program  

run_rtl2 -f <freq> –u  –g <gain>  
–s <sample rate> –n <No. 
samples> <datfile> -d <sdrNo> 

rtl_sdr2_dual 
Runs the rtl_sdr program in two 
parallel threads, detects SDRs and 
generates two bin files.  

run_rtl2_dual -f <freq1> –u 
<freq2> –g <gain1> –q 
<gain2> –s <sample rate> –n 
<No. samples><datfile> -h 1 

rtlquadp 
Linux bash file that runs rtl_sdr2 in four 
instances in separate terminals for 
pulsar data collection. 

./rtlquadp 

rtlquadi 
Linux bash file that runs rtl_sdr2 in four 
instances in separate terminals for 
interferometer channel data collection. 

 ./rtlquadi 

 
 
 
 
 



Data File Correlation and Alignment 
Program Function Command Line  
 
 
 
cor_tim_n 

 
 
 

Cross-correlates two .bin files using a 
section equal to the sample length over a file 
range equal to the specified block size. This 
is repeated for the number of blocks. The 
output display indicates the position and 
value of correlation peak together with the 
offset between the files. 

 
 
cor_tim_n <infile1> <infile2> 
<outfile> <sample length> <Block 
size> <No. of blocks> 

 
 
 
cor_tim_nv 

 
 
 

Cross-correlates two video .txt files using a 
section equal to the sample length over a file 
range equal to the specified block size. This 
is repeated for the number of blocks. The 
output display indicates the position and 
value of correlation peak together with the 
offset between the files. 

 
 
cor_tim_nv <infile1> <infile2> 
<outfile> <sample length> <Block 
size> <No. of blocks> 

 
 
filetrim 

 

Accepts .bin files, cuts command number 
'Start Bytes' from front and command 
number 'End Bytes' from end of the input file 
respectively and outputs a binary file 

 
filetrim <No.start bytes> <No. end 
bytes>  

bin_txtr2 

Takes rtl_sdr binary file and outputs a text 
file of the SDR ADC I and Q data. The data 
range is between the start and end bytes cut.
Output file: Sample Number, I Data,Q Data. 

bin_txtr2 <infile> <outfile> 
<number of 8192 blocks cut at 
start><number of 8192 blocks cut 
at end> 

 
Data Processing 
Program Function Command Line 
 
 

rapulsar2 

For RTL .bin data files or bin files processed by 
de-dispers2Co or RFImit2. Integrates the IQ 
power data synchronously on a timebase set at 
or very near to the pulsar period. Output text file 
describes the averaged pulse shape at an 
arbitrary initial phase. 

rapulsar2 <datfile.bin> 
<outfile.txt> < RTL data 
rate (MHz)> <No. data 
points> <Pulsar period 
(ms)> 

 
 
 
de-dispers2Co 

For RTL .bin data files. Based on the pulsar DM 
and RF band centre frequency takes recorded 
.bin files, de-disperses the data and outputs de-
dispersed .bin files suitable for folding with 
rapulsar2. The output is closely in-phase with the 
input data file. DM; +, normal; -,low sideband rx; 
0, no change. 

 
de-dispers2Co 
<datfile.bin> 
<outfile.bin> < RTL data 
rate (MHz)> <FFT block 
points> <RF centre 
(MHz)> <±DM> 

 
 
pdetect2 
 

Software, downsampling/square-law detector. 
Outputs text file of the video integrated detected 
power - time response. It integrates blocks 
proportional to the inverse of the video band 
figure. The divisor figure shortens the analysed 
file to this factor. 

 
pdetect2 <datfile.bin> 
<outfile.txt> < RTL data 
rate (MHz)> <Video 
Band (kHz)> 
<File divisor> 

 
 
pafft2 

Modulation spectrum. Calculates and averages 
FFT spectra formed from square-law 
detected/demodulated (pulsar) data. Outputs 
averaged spectrum text file. 

pafft2 <datfile.bin> 
<outfile.txt> < RTL clock 
rate (MHz)> <Video 
Band (kHz)> 
<FFT size> 

 
 
rapulsar2_avg2 

For downsampled/detected .txt files. (from 
pdetect, de-dispers) Integrates scalar power data 
synchronously on a timebase set at or very near 
to the pulsar period. Output text file describes the 
averaged pulse shape at an arbitrary initial 
phase. 

rapulsar2_avg2 
<datfile.txt> <outfile.txt> 
< downsampled data 
rate (MHz)> <No. data 
points> <Pulsar period 
(ms)> 

 



Loading and Using - wiringPi 
WiringPi is a free set of tools that allows 'C' programs to access the RasPi GPIO 
pins. 
To install in the RasPi,open a terminal, and assuming it is connected to the 
Internet. 
1. Type: git clone git://git.drogon.net/wiringPi 
2. cd wiringPi 
3. git pull origin 
4. cd wiringPi 
5. ./build 
6 To use in 'C' programs: 
 # include <wiringPi> 
7. To compile: gcc nois_modp.c  -o nois_modp -l wiringPi 

 
Compiling for Linux 

If C-compiler, gcc is installed, then to generate pafft2, for example, 
 type:  
sudo gcc pafft2.c -o pafft2  -lm -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64  
-DVERBOSE_MODE  

 
Appendix 2. Channel De-Dispersion  
If the centre frequencies in MHz are fl,fl+fc,fl+2fc,fl+3fc, where fl is the low band 
centre frequency and fcMHz is the SDR data clock frequency, the delay in arrival of 
the low frequency pulse from the channel nfc away  is given by, 
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fcnflfl
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The number of bytes to be trimmed from the higher frequency channels is 2dt/fc (x2 
for I and Q data). 
 
Appendix 3.  Alternative System Architectures 
Various alternative control options to the preferred single PC and USB hub were 
considered. Foe example, the original operating plan envisaged the use of PuTTYa on 
the controlling PC managing operations on four RasPi's via an ethernet hub and sshb. 
The concept involved running the rtl_sdr data collection program in parallel on all 
RasPi units and placing the data in its associated USB memory. Since the RasPi does 
not include a hardware clock and there were difficulties in overriding root control of 
USB memory, a better option was to use just a pair of Linux OS laptops instead of the 
Raspis. Both of the RasPi problems noted can be overcome, but since G Gancio 
developed a dual-SDR versionc of rtl_sdr, enabling two laptops to collect 4 SDR’s 
data on their hard disks, the solution was much simplified. Running rtl_sdr2_dual 
ensures that two RTL SDR units on one PC start recording data within a few tens of 
μs of one another. Initially running ntpdate –b on the two laptops at roughly the same 
time, accurately sets the PC clocks to within a few ms, so simplifying later data 
correlation and file timing synchronism.  
The delay between start command and the program run time may vary due to the PC 
processor housekeeping, clock requests and clock accuracy. These delays are 
unpredictable and not always the same between PCs and can be a fraction of a second. 
                                                 
a http://www.putty.org/
b apt-get install openssh-server openssh-client 
c rtl_sdr2_dual.c 

http://www.putty.org/
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	The TCXO is specified at 0.5ppm, equivalent to about 2ms over an hour’s observation, but is observed to achieve better with the forced ambient air cooling. 
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